
Please contact your Tire Review or Babcox Media sales representative for more information.
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Reading Your  
Tire Sidewall
No need to be a tire expert to understand 

your vehicle’s tires.  A tire’s sidewall can 
tell you just about everything you’d want 

to know about your tires. Here’s a quick guide to 
reading and understanding the symbols and text 
on your tire’s sidewall.

Tire Class – Indicates the type 
of tire. “P” is for passenger car, 
“LT” is for light truck.

Tire Width – Measurement 
of the tire in millimeters from 
sidewall to sidewall. 

Aspect Ratio – Ratio of the 
height of the tire’s cross-section 
to its width.

Tire Construction – “R” 
stands for Radial, which is a tire 
constructed in layers that run 
radially across the tire.

Wheel Diameter – Size of the 
wheel in inches from one side to 
another needed for the tire.

Tire Size1

2
“M+S,” “M&S” or “M/S” 
tells you the tire is designed 
for driving in mud and snow 
applications.

Application

3 Load and Speed
Load Index – Numeral value that 
compares relative load carrying 
capabilities of the tire. 

Speed Rating – A rating 
indicating the maximum speed 
the tire can drive safely.

4  Tire  
Identification 
Number 

DOT – Department of 
Transportation
B9 – Manufacturer plant 
code 
0A – Tire size code 
VJLX – Manufacturer 
identity number
2211 – Manufacture week 
and year ( ie. 22nd week of  
2011)
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5 Maximum Load Limit
Maximum Air Pressure

6 Tire Ply Composition  
and Materials Used

2
Three peak mountain/
snowflake symbol
The symbol indicates the tire 
meets the required performance 
standards in snow testing and 
is designed for severe winter 
conditions.

Other Symbol

7 UTQG
Uniform Tire Quality Grade 
(UTQG) ratings - Treadwear, 
traction and temperature ratings 
from controlled testing.

Treadwear – Grade from 
standardized government tests 
that predicts the expected wear 
of your tire’s tread. 

Traction – Grades  the tire’s 
ability to stop a car on a wet test 
surface. The best traction grade 
is AA, but A is the most common. 

Temperature – Grades show the 
tire’s ability to withstand heat. 
A higher grade shows tire can 
operate at higher speeds. 
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Editorial provided by the Editors of

— QUARTERLY —

This tire education and service guide is the only waiting 
room publication for tire dealers to help explain the 
value of the service work and tire maintenance options 
available to the customer at the tire shop.

Advertising Rates
$6500  - Covers 2-4

$5000 -  Full Page

$3000 – Half Page

Publishing Dates 
Spring, Summer, Fall & Winter 2017

Editorial adjacencies are available  
and sold and reserved as they are received.
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What is TPMS?
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If your vehicle is a 2008 model year or later, your vehicle 
is equipped with a tire pressure monitoring system, 
commonly known as TPMS. If your vehicle was 

manufactured between 2005 and 2007, there is also a chance 
you could have TPMS.

Attached to each of your tires’ wheels, this little device 
allows your vehicle to notify you if any tire’s air pressure is 
running low.

Your TPMS is basically a warning system. A light on the 
dash indicates significantly low PSI, air pressure in pounds 
per square inch, when it is 25% below the recommended 
PSI on the placard (the sticker located inside the driver’s 
door). While you will see the tire’s PSI on the tire sidewall, 
reference the PSI listed on the placard. Your TPMS is 
programmed to the placard PSI, not the PSI number on the 
tire sidewall. 

What should I do if my TPMS light comes 
on?

If your TPMS light comes on, the first thing you should 
do is get to the nearest gas or service station and inspect 
your tires. Visually inspect your tires and look to see if 
anything looks underinflated. Also check the pressure on  
all your tires using a tire gauge. 

If your PSI is low on one or more tires, you will need to 
fill your tires to the PSI listed on the placard. If a tire keeps 
losing air pressure, or the light comes back on a day or so 
after you fill your tires, you will need to seek immediate 
repair, as there is most likely a leak in one or more tires.

What if my TPMS light is flashing?
If your TPMS indicator light is flashing, your TPMS 

is malfunctioning and you need to take your vehicle to a 
repair shop as soon as possible. TPMS devices have batteries 
that can die or a sensor that can go bad or needs to be 
reprogrammed. 

Do I need new TPMS?
If you need new TPMS sensors or your existing sensors 

need fixed, a repair shop can help you choose the best TPMS 
option for your vehicle. 

If you take your vehicle in for a different service with 
working TPMS, your car must leave the shop with working 
TPMS. By law, the repair facility must repair a vehicle’s 
TPMS if it was working when the vehicle came into the 
shop. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s 
“make inoperative” provision of the Motor Vehicle Safety 
Act puts this TPMS practice into law.

Also, if you take your vehicle, that is already equip with 
working TPMS, to have aftermarket tire/wheel assemblies 
or winter tires and wheels installed, you must have working 
TPMS when you leave. You can either purchase new TPMS 
for those wheels or talk with your service provider about 
transporting your original TPMS sensors to your new 
wheels. ss

Quick Tip:
The correct air 
pressure for 
your tires is 
listed on your 
vehicle’s placard 
inside the driver 
side door.



Please contact your Tire Review or Babcox Media sales representative for more information.

Only 12 ad positions will be sold.   
Editorial adjacencies available and reserved based upon date the 
order is placed.  Please note:  All editorial adjacencies were sold 
in our 2016 edition! – Hurry, space is limited!
Publishing Dates: 
Spring, Summer Fall & Winter 2017
 
Planned editorial content (subject to change):

Tires
·  Understanding tread depth by ability to 

stop (coin test as sidebar)

·  Extreme Winter (include date ranges 
and regional considerations of studded 
tires, chains, battery warmers, remote 
starts, etc.)               

·  “Can You Fix it” Tire repair and replace 
examples.

·  Run Flats versus Fix a Flat

 Fuel Systems
·  Fuel system support

 Oil Change and Maintenance
·  21-point inspection spread - what’s 

checked and what it means.

 TPMS
·  Under Pressure - TPMS why pressure 

matters and how to measure it.

Brake and Rotors
·  What’s the Noise? Brake and rotors 

advice

Corrosion Protection
·  Impacts of the Elements: Map of US 

and impact of salt, conditions,  
heat/cold on vehicle health

Shocks and Struts
·  What they are, what they do

Diagnostic Tools
·  Vehicle Lights and What they mean
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The Truth About Warranties 
and Repairs
Skip the car dealer without sacrificing your warranty
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Whether your vehicle is fresh from the car 
dealership or well used, your car will always 
need routine maintenance. Oil changes, tire 

rotations, fluid checks and flushes, new brake pads, 
TPMS maintenance – the list goes on.

But, if your car is still under manufacturer warranty, 
you can’t take it anywhere but the car dealer for service, 
right? Wrong. 

An independent tire dealer, automotive shop, retail 
chain shop, or even you, the vehicle owner, can perform 
routine maintenance and repairs on your vehicle without 
voiding your manufacturer or dealer warranty. The law 
is on your side. 

Under the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, enforced 
by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), independent 
repair shops can provide services to maintain your new 
car warranty. It is illegal for a car dealer or manufacturer 
to deny warranty coverage because you had maintenance 
or repairs performed elsewhere. It is also illegal for the 
car dealer to void your warranty because you used an 
aftermarket or recycled part for your repair. However, if 
parts for a certain repair are provided for free under the 
warranty, the manufacturer can require you to use certain 
parts. The manufacturer can also require you to use select 
repair facilities if the repair service is provided for free 
under the warranty. 

There are some other things to keep in mind to 
protect yourself from voiding your warranty. Make sure 
to keep records and receipts for all of the maintenance 
that is performed and stick to the maintenance schedule 
requirements that are outlined for your vehicle. For the 
DIYers, make sure to also keep receipts for parts and 
records of when maintenance was performed. Keeping 
records allows you to prove proper maintenance was 
performed if a warranty claim comes up.

Another way to protect your warranty and keep 
your vehicle safe and running, is to learn the basics of 
vehicle maintenance and make sure they are done right. 
If you or a repair shop incorrectly repair something or 
use a defective part that causes damage to another part 
covered under the warranty, the manufacturer can deny 

you coverage for that repair – if they can prove the repair 
or part you used caused the problem. 

In the following pages, you’ll find a guide to basic 
vehicle maintenance to keep your warranty intact and 
your car on the road. ss

Quick Tip:

To avoid warranty 
issues, the Federal 
Trade Commission 
suggests:

• Reading your warranty. 
• Knowing your warranty  
 timeline. 
• Servicing your car at regular  
 intervals. 
• Keeping all service records  
 and receipts. 
• Speaking up if you feel your  
 warranty was unfairly  
 denied and file a complaint  
 if needed.
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A modern vehicle’s service life often 
extends more than 200,000 miles. Good 
fluid maintenance practices are, in part, 
responsible for that achievement. Here 
are the basic fluids you will need to 
have replaced or refilled during the life 
of your vehicle.

Engine Oil
The routine oil change you get for your vehicle refers 

to your car’s engine oil, or motor oil. What engine oil 
does is help lubricate your engine and absorb heat. Your 
engine has a large number of moving parts that rub 
together, creating friction and heat. By lubricating these 
parts and absorbing heat, engine oil allows these internal 
engine parts to work efficiently without overheating. 

How long your vehicle can go without an oil change 
depends on the conditions you drive in, type of engine 
oil used and your vehicle. Most vehicles can now go 
about 6,000 or more miles before an oil change is needed, 
while traditionally, oil changes were suggested every 
3,000 miles. 

Automatic Transmission Fluid
If your vehicle has an automatic transmission, you 

will eventually need to change your vehicle’s automatic 
transmission fluid – the green, yellow, or red fluid that 
assists with your vehicle’s self shifting. While some 
manufacturers consider automatic transmission oil as 
a “lifetime” fluid, other manufacturers believe that it 
should be changed according to mileage and usage.

Always use the correct fluid to top off your 
transmission. Even a small amount of the wrong fluid 
can result in a damaged transmission.

Manual Transmission/Transfer Case/
Differential Fluids

Most will recommend synthetic-based oils for manual 
transmissions to improve lubrication and reduce rotating 
friction. 

Today, we have very sophisticated five- and six-speed, 
high-performance manual transmissions that require 
application-specific lubricants. It’s always best to use 
the recommended fluid for any manual transmission 
or automatic transfer case application. AWD and 4X4 
transfer cases need service every 80,000-100,000 miles.

Coolant
Coolant, also known as antifreeze, is a mixture of 

ethylene or propylene glycol and water that absorbs heat 
from the engine and then moves through the radiator. 

Modern coolant is designed to last 100,000-150,000 
miles. Pushing past the recommended interval can cause 
damage quickly to a vehicle’s cooling system. 

Brake Fluid
When you push the brake pedal, fluid filled brake 

lines transfer the force of pressing the pedal to all of 
your vehicle’s brake systems. Because brake fluids are 
hygroscopic, meaning the fluid has a high affinity for 
water, the boiling point can be reduced based on water 
content. 

From a safety standpoint regular brake fluid flushes 
should be performed. Brake fluid flushes can prevent 
corrosion from forming in the ABS and other moving 
mechanical parts, as well as remove water. 

Flushing is recommended every two years and 
during any brake friction or mechanical hydraulic part 
replacement.

Power Steering Fluid
Power steering fluid is a hydraulic fluid that runs 

through your vehicle’s power steering hydraulic system, 
which assists in turning your wheels.  

This fluid can become contaminated with wear 
particles and moisture and can drastically shorten the 
life of expensive power steering pumps and racks. It’s 
important to change your power steering fluid regularly. 
Check your owner’s service manual for intervals. ss 

Vehicle Fluids

ADDED BONUS #1
Tire Review will offer the dealers the opportunity to 
“private label” the publication for the dealers use. Dealers 
can include a message for the owner/manager and use as 
a direct marketing piece or for additional waiting room 
exposure.   The potential for thousands of additional 
copies to be printed is strong, creating greater value for 
advertisers and more brand recognition among consumers. 

ADDED BONUS #2
Marketers who place an ad in the 
Spring issue of Simplifying Service 
have the first option for editorial 
adjacency exclusivity in the three 
additional guides Tire Review 
publishes in 2017! 


